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Abstract
Project Managers have a reasonably comprehensive toolbox of management techniques
to tackle all but the most critical area of the project: That of the idea generation process.
The idea generation process is still very much regarded as a ‘black-box’ from which a
concrete solution to a problem will somehow emerge, and from which a Work
Breakdown Structure can then be developed. Yet without a methodology to actively
monitor and manage this idea generation process which, after all, is the key to the success
of the project, how do we ensure that the project manager and the product development
team can effectively do their jobs?
The Design Breakdown Structure acts as a precursor to the traditional Work Breakdown
Structure, and allows the idea generation process to be graphically mapped and
monitored. The Design Breakdown Structure is proposed as the basis of effective project
management and communication for collaborative projects.
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Introduction
Almost all projects undertaken ultimately involve the delivery of a product, be it a
physical consumer product, a new road infrastructure, or an improved service to the
community. One of the many ways of differentiating these project types is through the
level of innovation that will be required to produce an acceptable solution.
Mantel, Meredith, Shafer and Sutton propose a model based on the extent of change
required to organization’s processes and products, as shown in figure 1. They classify
projects based on the extent of innovation as: derivative, breakthrough, platform and
R&D projects, and suggest that an organization’s success is determined by the
organization’s portfolio of projects (Mantel et al, 2001).
R& D
Projects

Extensive
Process
Changes

Extensive
Product
Changes

Minor
Product
Changes

Breakthrough
Projects

Platform
Projects

Derivative
Projects

Minor
Process
Changes

Fig 1: Level of innovation based project typology

Booz, Allen & Hamilton (1982) reported that for every seven projects at the idea stage,
only one becomes a success. There are many other studies that reflect this number, and
what this tells us is that the energy spent on innovation needs to be tightly focused so that
those ideas that have the highest potential are quickly identified to give them a greater
likelihood of success.
Within the field of modern project management, a Project is broadly defined as an
activity of finite duration with the ultimate delivery of a defined goal (Wideman, 2000).
Therefore one should, in theory, be able to apply standard project management practices
to any projects, irrespective of the level of innovation they require, and thus be able to
effectively manage them and deliver better products that delight the customer and are on
time and on budget.
Though current project management practices do undoubtedly help in managing ‘run-ofthe-mill’ type projects (such as many construction projects, for example), they are
somewhat lacking in their ability to help manage the factors often required by projects
that require ‘innovative’ outcomes (such as radical new products, or completely new
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services to the community). This effect is magnified when one examines projects that are
constrained by tight deadlines as many often are.
Most project management models contain a number of distinct phases or stages that can
be drawn somewhat along the following lines:
PROJECT MODEL
Concept and
Initiation

Planning and
Development

Implementation

Commissioning
and
Handover

IDEA GENERATION MODEL
Preparation:

Verification
Incubation

Fig 2: Models for Project, Product and Idea Generation

Each of these phases is further broken down as required and each phase has a reasonably
well-defined number of tools, techniques and methods developed to help control it. It is
these methods and techniques that allow designers and project managers to control their
projects.
Within the models, one area that is invariably under-defined in terms of methods and
techniques for control is that of the Idea Generation stage, which is usually described as a
"black-box" process (Incubation, germination and Illumination are other words often used
to describe this process) in which various inputs are entered, and over an undefined
period of time, something magically occurs and a good, workable idea is generated as an
output. (Amabile, 1989, Kmetovicz, 1992, Rosenthal, 1992, Reilly, 1999, etc.)
What this means from a project management point of view, is that the manager has an
extremely comprehensive toolbox of methods and techniques to deal with all but the most
vital area of his project, that of generating the ideas that will make his project a success,
and tell him what the very project he is working on actually involves.
This paper proposes the concept of the Design Breakdown Structure (Diegel, 2003) as the
basis of a project management tool to help manage projects requiring high levels of
innovation.
Before one can begin to truly manage innovation, one must first gain an understanding of
the cognitive processes involved in innovation

A Perspective View of Innovation
Though the end product of innovation is about the new, the process of innovation is about
the old. In the words of Gerald F Smith, “We cannot imagine anything whatsoever, only
things constructed out of existing knowledge. I cannot imagine a color beyond my visual
experience” (Smith, 1998).
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Innovation is about finding new uses for things we already know. We cannot think of
anything, new or old, that is not already stored in the knowledge banks of our minds. If
we recall something from long-term memory without attempting to alter it, then it is just
that: a memory. But if we take that data we have in memory, and use it for a different
purpose than it was originally intended or if we take two bits of data and combine them to
form something new and useful, then that is innovation. The process of innovation is
therefore about taking existing knowledge and data and converting it into something
novel and useful. (Barnett, 1953, Amabile, 1983).
So, if innovation is about using and adapting things we already know, then why is it so
difficult to control? Is it completely random, or do we have some amount of mental
control over the process? To try and understand these questions, we need to look at some
background cognitive theory on how our brain thinks and resolves problems.
Mainstream cognitive theory behind how we think is relatively straightforward: We
receive environmental inputs that are stored and processed in short-term memory. We are
limited to around seven simultaneous external stimuli, and only a very limited amount of
data can be stored in short-term memory for very a limited time (around 7 items for
between 5 and 20 seconds). Short-term memory includes a scanning process that
continuously scans the data stored in this buffer and determines its usefulness, and then
either refreshes it or discards it. The results of working memory can be used to recall
other data from long-term memory as, and when, required. (Blumenthal, 1977, Ellis,
1978).
Long-term memory could be compared to a hierarchical semantic database in which extra
time is required (approximately 0.75msec) for each extra level of the database you
descend to (Collins & Quillian, 1969). The links that join the nodes of data in long-term
memory can weaken or get corrupted or broken with time, thus explaining memory loss
or incorrect memory retrieval. Each data node can be stored as a mental representation of
a single bit of data, as an image or, in the case of often used bits of data, as ‘chunks’ of
data in which an entire concept is retrievable in a single operation (Collins & Quillian,
1969, Birch & Clegg, 1996).
New link = invention of airplane
Has skin
Can move around
Eats
Breathes

Animal

Transport

Moves from A to B
Carries people

Weak link, sub = fish
Bird

Has wings
Can fly
Has feathers
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2x2=4
Salmon
Shark
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Is pink
Is edible
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Fig 3: Long term memory hierarchical semantic database
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When short-term memory attempts to retrieve data from long-term memory, it can follow
any of a great number of data link paths to reach the data it wants to retrieve. It is our
ability to create new links and choose which existing links to follow through our longterm memory database which allows us to be innovative.
If we follow a path of existing links, a memory is recalled. If we create a new link
between one bit of data and another that was previously unrelated, or if we follow a link
that would not, under normal circumstances, be associated with the current data in shortterm memory, then that is a new thought.
One of the principles of Gestalt theory (in which human beings are viewed as open
systems in active interaction with their environment) is the law of Prägnanz, which states
that psychological organization will take the route requiring the least effort or energy in
the achievement of the spatial and temporal stability of experience (Wertheimer, 1938).
To put it crudely, it implies that the mind is lazy and will look for the simplest and most
obvious links in long-term memory first. What this also implies is that thinking
innovatively requires directed effort and a conscious decision to expend the extra energy
required (Blumenthal, 1977).

The Mathematics of Innovation
It is of interest to do some simple mathematical calculations in order to try and grasp the
level of innovation that our minds are capable of. Based on the basic numbers suggested
by mainstream cognitive theory we know that short term memory is capable of containing
seven items at any one moment in time, and that scanning long-term memory requires
approximately 0.75msecs per node traversed (Blumenthal, 1977, Ellis, 1978, Collins &
Quillian, 1969, Birch & Clegg, 1996, Duncker, 1945).
Based on the assumption that innovation is in fact based on our ability to recombine or
find new uses for knowledge we already possess, one can do a calculation of possible
combinations.
A combination of n taken m at a time is defined as a selection of m out of the n items
without regard to the order. The total number of all the possible combinations is denoted
as:

Repeating and summing this equation for the seven items in short-term memory in groups
ranging from one to seven tells us that at any one instant we have the potential for 127
new combinations in memory, which also means that at any one moment in time we have
the potential for 127 innovations.
This assumes however that we think in combinations only, and not permutations, which is
not necessarily the case. In other words, is our innovative outcome identical if we
consider the concept of an apple combined with an orange, as opposed to an orange and
an apple? If one considers that we may have different innovative outcomes based on
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permutations of the data in short term memory, then the total potential for innovations
can once again be calculated:
A permutation of n taken m at a time is defined as an ordered selection of m out of the n
items. The total number of all the possible permutations is denoted as:

Once again using the seven items in short-term memory, this calculation suddenly
expands the number of innovative outcomes from 127 to 5913.
Taking these numbers a step further to calculate our innovative potential over a period of
one second we find that over a period of 1 second, we have the potential to traverse 1333
data items in long-term memory (based on 0.75msecs per node) and process them in
short-term memory. Repeating the combination and permutation calculations based on
this number, we can now calculate that, over a period of one second, we have the
potential for 16,291 innovations based on combinations, or 7,882,209 based on
permutations.
Now, whether we take the lower or the higher of these two numbers, we can see that we
have a tremendous potential for innovation at any one time. This then raises the question
as to why we therefore have so much difficulty in thinking innovatively.

Functional Fixedness: A Roadblock to Innovation
One of the main mental barriers that prevent us from easily forming new ideas with
existing data is functional fixedness (Duncker, 1945). Functional fixedness is the effect of
only being able to see something for what we have traditionally been taught it is by our
education, environment, culture, etc.
A commonly used example of functional fixedness is Maier's two-string problem (Maier,
1931). In this problem, the subject is in a room with two strings tied to the ceiling. Both
strings are of equal length. The objective is to tie the ends of the two strings together. The
problem is that while the strings are long enough to be tied together they are short enough
that one is unable to just take hold of one string, walk over to the other string, and tie
them together. In Maier’s worst-case example, the only object in the room is a pair of
pliers.
About 60% of the participants in Maier's study failed to find a solution within a 10minute time limit. These participants saw the pliers only as the traditional tool they are,
not recognizing that the pliers could be used as a pendulum bob, swinging at the end of
one of the two strings, allowing one to hold the first string and wait until the other,
weighted by the pendulum, swings to within reach.
Most of us have difficulty in seeing the pair of pliers in the above example, as anything
other than a tool as that is what we have always been taught they are. Through force of
habit, we are fixated by the fact that the objects function is that of a pair of pliers. If we
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can overcome this fixedness, then we can see that they could have many other uses. The
pair of pliers could be used as a weight (paper-weight, pendulum weight, weapon, fishing
sinker, etc.), an electricity conductor (emergency fuse, car jump start kit, etc.), and so on.
The reason that overcoming functional fixedness is so important is that, as innovation
consists of finding new uses for knowledge we already have, we need to get past the
barrier that a particular bit of knowledge only has the use it was originally intended for.
The Creativity Breakdown Structure and Design Breakdown Structure techniques
proposed in this paper helps to overcome functional fixedness by breaking the object or
concept one is looking at into its fundamental problem areas.

The Creativity Breakdown Structure
The Creativity Breakdown Structure (CBS) technique revolves around the following:
Developing an innovative idea always consists in finding a novel use for an existing
object or concept. As an example, if one were looking for novel uses for a brick, one
might come up with several initial ideas (door-stop, paper weight, etc). Our functional
fixedness about what a brick is will have a tendency to limit the alternative uses we can
find for the brick. However, if one breaks the brick down into the fundamental properties
that make it up (such as weight, rectangular, heavy, porous, does not conduct electricity,
rough, small enough to be picked up in one hand, holds heat, etc.), one can usually come
up with many more ideas for its use, than when one is thinking of just the brick as a
whole.
When problem solving, which is a large component of the product development process,
one is in effect attempting to use the above technique, but in reverse. One has already
identified the properties that one requires, and one is looking for the “brick” or other
solution that will fulfill those properties in a novel way.
The Creativity Breakdown Structure helps us to graphically break down each problem to
overcome into its fundamental problem areas (such as theory, knowledge, energy source,
timing, cost, equipment, materials, components, mechanical, etc.), so that we can identify
what the properties that the potential solution will have to possess, and thus reverseengineer it.
It should be noted that breaking things down into sub-units, or decomposition as it is
often referred to in product development, is nothing new. However, though of some help,
just breaking a product down into subassemblies is of limited use, particularly if done in a
non-graphical format such as a list. It is the graphical and structural nature of the Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS), Design Breakdown Structure (DBS) and Creativity
Breakdown Structure (CBS) that make them powerful tools, as one can almost instantly
see the relationships and hierarchy between the various elements that make them up.
They also act as a common communication tool so that, when talking about the idea
generation process, all team members are talking the same language.
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The Work Breakdown Structure
The project management toolbox does include a tool that is vital to the management of
the project called the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) that gives details of the product
or deliverable to be made. What is lacking is a tool to allow us to effectively manage and
control the construction of the Work breakdown Structure.
As defined in the Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMI, 2002), A
Work Breakdown Structure is a task-oriented 'family tree' of activities that organizes,
defines and graphically displays the total work to be accomplished in order to achieve the
final objectives of a project. Each descending level represents an increasingly detailed
definition of the project objective. It is a system for subdividing a project into
manageable work packages, components or elements to provide a common framework
for scope/cost/schedule communications, allocation of responsibility, monitoring and
management.
The WBS consists in breaking down the project into the various work packages that make
it up. From these work packages, schedules, task lists, resource allocations, etc. can be
derived, allowing the project manager to manage and control the project.
Project

WBS Level 1

Level 2

H ardwa re
1.1

Level 3

Systems
Engineering
1.3

Software
1,2

1.1 .2

Project
Management
1.4

Systems
Tes ting
1.5

Data
Management
1.6

1.2 .2

Level 4
1.2.2.3

1.1.2.9

1.1.2.9.4 , Level 5

Fig 4: Sample of traditional Work Breakdown Structure

Though the WBS is invaluable for helping to manage projects that are relatively well
defined it does not cater well for areas of unknown. How do you break down something
that you do not yet know the shape of, or how you are going to achieve? The catch with
the WBS is that it can only be generated once we know details of the product that will be
produced from it. It cannot easily be generated during the fuzzy front-end of the project,
as one does not have enough information to build it.
A better set of tools is therefore required to help manage the early conceptual stages of
innovative projects before a meaningful WBS can be generated. By adding a further
refinement to the WBS, which we will call a Design Breakdown Structure (DBS), we will
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have a tool that will permit us to deal with those areas of unknown, and to construct the
foundations of the product that will eventually be transformed into the WBS.

The Design Breakdown Structure
The DBS consists in breaking down areas and components into the fundamental problem
areas that need to be resolved in order to achieve those goals set out by the component.
Much like the WBS, it is a graphical family tree showing all the problems that need to be
overcome, potential solutions to these problems, and how they are related. The DBS
could also contain several CBSs for individual problems that may need to be resolved.
As each problem area is identified, alternative solutions can then be listed below their
respective problem areas.
Whereas a WBS concentrates on the 'WHAT' outputs of the project, the DBS puts
emphasis on the 'HOW' questions of the project.
In essence the Design Breakdown Structure attempts to map the “black-box” process of
innovation, thus allowing the project management a certain amount of control over this
process.

Product design,
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Development
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Plannin g and
Development

Definition &
Risk Analys is

Commissioning
and hand-over

Production &
Depl oyment
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Fig 5: The Design Breakdown Structure Evolution

The DBS is a structured, hierarchical, graphical documented team process where the
entire project team works through the fundamental issues they must overcome to reach
their preset goal. It is this well-structured documentation that acts a road map of the
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project, and spreads an awareness of both the issues that each individual designer faces,
and the interconnectedness of all the issues. It forces the team to work as a coordinated,
well-knit unit rather than as a team of isolated individuals. This road map is essential
towards allowing the project manager to effectively manage the project.
The DBS also helps to relatively easily isolate the true constraints of the project as well
as isolate those areas that require high levels of creative thinking and those that require
merely basic knowledge or mechanical design.
In 2002, for example, the authorities of New Zealand Health sector initiated their
strategic approach to provide appropriate health care to the elderly population in New
Zealand (Health Sector Strategic Report 2002). The report concluded that New Zealand
has a high and increasing elderly population ratio that are without any support from
family members and suggested that rest homes with high-tech monitoring facilities would
be very effective in taking care of this population segment. This led to the
commencement of the Massey University Smart House project which was to research
services and technologies that would allow elderly people to have safe and healthy
lifestyles yet retain their independence.
When the project was started, it was initially thought that the major problems to
overcome would be of a technological nature (i.e.: finding technological and engineering
solutions that solved problems, but that were easy for elderly users to accept). A DBS
was begun at the start of the project and developed over the course of the next few
months. It listed, in a hierarchical manner, all the fundamental problems identified by
team members, market and consumer research, that needed to be overcome as well as
potential solutions to these problems and the linkages between them, etc. This proved to
be very useful to the members that were working on the technical aspects of the project
and, more importantly, it almost immediately highlighted the fact that the privacy issues
were perceived both by the elderly users, their families, and the government, to be far
more important than the technical issues. This in turn affected the technical aspects of the
project as they had to be reworked to take these privacy issues into account. It also caused
the engineers to work in much closer collaboration with the project team members that
were researching the social implications of the project.
Because the DBS for this project clearly showed the links between the social/ privacy
issues and the technical solutions it allowed the project team to work on solutions that
were more appropriate to all stake-holders.
One of the problems often apparent in this type of multi-disciplinary project, particularly
those with involvement from the social and engineering sectors, is the difficulty in
communication between these widely different fields. Recent research indicates that, in
fact, organizations now rely on cross-functional collaborative development teams
between 70% and 75% of the time (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1994; Griffin, 1997).
Because the DBS acts as a central communication point between all project members, it
helps to overcome these cross-functional communication issues and allows the
knowledge to flow between these vastly different areas of expertise.
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The area that often poses the most difficulty to project teams is in the communication of
ideas, and intangible factors such as design intent, potential roadblocks (be they mental or
physical), and overall thought processes. This is an area where the highly structured
Design Breakdown Structure can alleviate these difficulties.
Using a Design Breakdown Structure has benefits to both the project manager and to the
design team.
It allows the Project Manager to:
• Better understand needs or obstacles the project team may face.
• Understand, Manage and control the process that occurs in the “black box” prior to
the generation of a WBS
• Act as a better facilitator in getting the designers the resources or information that
they need.
• Allocate his resources more accurately as he can match the project team members
with the expertise best suited each problem area.
• More accurately monitor the project, as the sections of the project have been broken
into smaller, more easily measurable tasks.
For the design team it:
• Crystallizes all the problems that the designer may need to overcome and shows the
relationships between all the elements of the project
• Helps overcome the functional fixedness that acts as a barrier to innovation
• Gives them ideas of which areas will require the most creative thought
• Gives them a distinct number of paths to follow
• Gives the ability to more accurately estimate the time to come up with solutions
• Allows project team to work together as a unit, where one persons' ideas generates
new ideas in others
As the DBS must be well documented to be truly effective, the documentation
(particularly if computerized) acts as a knowledge database for future projects.
A DBS would normally be used as an integral part of a WBS. A DBS can be used either
for the project as a whole, or for individual elements of the project WBS. DBS elements
are often drawn directly from the elements of the WBS and, having gone through the
DBS process, are then reintegrated to the WBS. Once the project objective has been
finalized, if a traditional Work Breakdown Structure is required or an existing WBS
needs to be updated, it can easily be generated from the Design Breakdown Structure, by
simply removing all the ‘non-deliverable’ elements.
For the DBS to be effective it must be used as a live communication tool, and much like
any other project status tool, must be kept up to date and grow with the project.
In a recent series of tests, conducted at Massey University, the Design Breakdown
Structure was implemented in the form of a software package called InnovationWorks
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(www.massey.ac.nz/~odiegel/win/downloads.html), and used to manage two major
Mechatronics research projects. The first project, for the design of an Autonomous
Guided Vehicle (AGV) showed design time reductions of over 30% as well as the
development of several new and innovative methods of constructing omni-directional
wheels. The second project, for the development of an Internet controlled robotic lawn
mower, showed time reduction of over 40%.
It should be noted that it is difficult to categorically state that development time has been
reduced when such a project has never been undertaken in the past. The time estimates
therefore rely on the expertise of who have the appropriate knowledge to estimate how
long the project should have taken with conventional approaches.

Conclusions
Ultimately, the objective of any research into innovation management must be to improve
the development process in terms of speed and outcome quality. Using Design
Breakdown Structures as an extension of existing project management and design
management techniques can be a useful aid in shortening the total cycle time required by
innovative projects. It is a tool that is of help in overcoming the functional fixedness that
often acts as a barrier to efficient innovative product development.
It is of benefit to the design team in aiding them to comprehend all the issues involved in
the design of a project objective, and in helping them to communicate design intent and
ideas. It is of benefit to the Project manager in that it gives him the information he
requires to fulfill his role.
One of the main keys to innovation is the ability to convert existing knowledge, ideas and
concepts into new ones. The Creativity Breakdown Structure component of the DBS
facilitates the designer’s ability to break a problem down into the fundamental properties
the solution must have, thus allowing them to more easily overcome the functional
fixedness which prevents them from generating innovative solutions.
The Design Breakdown Structure is a tool that can be effective when used in close
conjunction with the traditional Work Breakdown Structure. It must be remembered,
however, that the Design Breakdown Structure is not suggested as a replacement for the
traditional Work Breakdown Structure, but rather as an extension of it.
The Design Breakdown Structure, when used in the context of collaborative project
teams, gives the team the common understanding of the project that they need in order to
reduce its total development time.
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